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Chapter 1 : Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II by John W. Dower
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the National Book Award for Nonfiction, finalist for the Lionel Gelber Prize and the Kiriyama
Pacific Rim Book Prize, Embracing Defeat is John W. Dower's brilliant examination of Japan in the immediate, shattering
aftermath of World War II.

In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Journal of Cold War Studies 2. Cherry Trees have
blossomed out. We will be independent soon. Although several scholars, including this reviewer and Dower,
have previously examined aspects of the history of occupied Japan, no earlier study has penetrated so deeply
into the domestic forces that shaped and reshaped Japanese society, language, and political culture during this
crucial period. Dower has written an elegant and accessible work of revisionist history that defies the simple
categories of "right" and "left" typically applied to this era. Using a variety of analytic techniques from several
disciplines, he shows how Japanese citizens from diverse backgrounds grappled with military and spiritual
defeat and struggled to forge new lives. Dower is less interested here in "conventional" politics than he has
been in his earlier accounts of wartime and postwar Japan. This book, unlike some of his previous works, is
not intended to explain how factionalism drove Japanese politics or how the rivalries between the U. State and
Defense Departments shaped the American occupation agenda. Embracing Defeat uses not only a rich array of
period photographs but also art, comic books, poetry, letters, and journals from the s to examine how the
Japanese coped with hunger, homelessness, and despair in the wake of surrender. Other chapters discuss the
impact of war crimes trials and the remarkable work of American civilian and military administrators as they
rushed the preparation of a democratic constitution that has, despite criticism, remained unamended for more
than half a century. A description of how American officers and their families participated in the Imperial
duck hunt in Tokyo is by itself worth the price of the book. On the less playful side, Dower explores how
shielding the emperor from culpability for the war and its atrocities--a priority for both General Douglas
MacArthur and the Truman administration--mitigated and confused the meaning of the Tokyo war crimes
trials. Through all of this, Dower notes, both elite and ordinary Japanese played active roles not only in
interpreting American goals, but in shaping them to meet local needs. It focuses more on the labors of career
bureaucrats in Tokyo and their American counterparts than on the machinations of MacArthur and his masters
in Washington. But it says a great deal about the internal forces that allowed the Japanese to accommodate,
defy, and reshape the agenda that outsiders tried to impose on them. In short, the book is indispensable reading
for both specialist and layperson interested in Japan You are not currently authenticated. View freely available
titles:
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Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the National Book Award for
Nonfiction, finalist for the Lionel Gelber Prize and the Kiriyama Pacific Rim Book Prize, Embracing Defeat is John W.
Dower's brilliant examination of Japan in the immediate, shattering aftermath of World War II.

Millions had died; millions were disabled, sick and starving; millions were stranded overseas facing reprisals;
millions were missing including countless children; and millions were homeless, without family, without jobs,
without anything. Industry had been obliterated leaving few places to live or work. Those with the least
suffered the most as their homes easily fed the huge fires from incendiary bombings. And Japanese culture
exacerbated the plight of the already disadvantaged. Those who had lost their families, including children,
were shunned, as were the many women who no longer had a man. Returning soldiers were looked on as
failures and brutes as their atrocities became known. Returning enlisted men took reprisals on their former
officers for the abusive way they had been treated during the war. Hunger, lack of housing and poverty
persisted for years after the war ended, leaving a widespread feeling of despair and victimization. People lived
packed together in old train stations and shantytowns. Just finding a time and place to go to the bathroom was
difficult. People sold whatever they had including their bodies just for food. Prostitution proliferated to service
the hundreds of thousands of American GIs. Many women found this the only way to get by. The black
market was endemic not only providing necessities but American goods often procured from GIs. To alleviate
this deprivation, Mac Arthur and the US administrators did little; rather they focused on demilitarization,
prosecuting war criminals and democratization. The prevailing power structures in both government and
industry were broken up. Statements supporting war and subservience to the state were stricken from school
texts and replaced with statements extolling democracy. Elections were held and woman given the right to
vote, something unthinkable before. Japanese society was to be radically changed. MacArthur was the new
autocratic leader of Japan. He kept aloof from the populace only dealing with a few top leaders. However
China experts were welcome, their views shaped by Japanese atrocities in China. They lived a life
unimaginable for most in the US in refurbished large houses replete with Japanese servants. The
administrators were instructed in what passed for psychology at the time. Ordinary Japanese looked on
MacArthur as a father figure who had freed them from oppression and brought freedom. Most had been
complicit with the military regime and thus had lost respect of the people. However, the communists now had
credibility for having defied the emperor; freed from jail they began espousing their cause. They saw
democracy within the confines of Marxist doctrine. Communism appealed to many citizens. Labor unions
began organizing with strong communist backing. By GHQ had weeded out many thousands of activists from
labor and the Japanese government. Conservative Japanese leaders would now hold power for the rest of the
century. As began war criminals were identified for prosecution. MacArthur intervened ensuring damaging
testimony against the emperor would not be presented. GHQ began an information campaign to purify the
emperor and vilify his former cohorts. The new Japanese leadership concurred in this strategy. SCAP advised
the emperor and Japanese supporters on how to proceed. They dressed the publicly awkward Hirohito in
civilian garb and sent him on tours to meet the people to humanize him in a public relations campaign. The
emperor had gone from god to mortal, from leader of a holy war to a symbol of democracy. Next came writing
a new constitution. Discarding a conservative Japanese government draft, GHQ wrote one in secret in a week
with three values provided by MacArthur: The emperor symbolically leads the country; Japan stays
completely demilitarized; peerage is abandoned and a parliamentary democratic system is established. GHQ
threatened to have a referendum on it if the government did not accept it. The government adopted it with
minor changes in Unlike prior documents this was translated into simple Japanese. Booklets explained the
law to the populace who generally accepted it. GHQ established an extensive censorship program. At its
height, the Civil Censorship Detachment had a staff of 6, Censored were all books and magazines, major daily
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newspapers, brochures, pamphlets, movies and thousands of radio scripts. Hundreds of thousands of private
phone calls were monitored. Over million pieces of mail were spot checked. Foreign materials were censored
before they could be distributed. Prohibited was any defense of the Japanese war or war criminals, disparaging
remarks about America, its war conduct including the atomic bombing, its occupation or its allies or the
reconstituted Hirohito. Any reference to censorship itself was also prohibited. The John Hersey novel,
Hiroshima, a best seller in America, was not allowed in Japanese until Japan was being isolated from much of
what was widely available in America and the rest of the world. Communist and leftist rhetoric was targeted
particularly after the outbreak of the Korean War in Unlike Nuremburg it had eleven judges from many
different countries, most of which suffered Japanese atrocities in the war. Only a simple majority was required
to convict. In late , a majority decision sentenced seven to the gallows, sixteen to life, one to twenty years and
one to seven. Those receiving death sentences were hung, the rest were all released by Who was indicted was
often arbitrary as many ostensibly equally guilty were ignored, most notably the emperor protected by GHQ.
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Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II is a history book written by John W. Dower and published by W.
W. Norton & Company in The book covers the difficult social, economic, cultural and political situation of Japan after
World War II and the Occupation of Japan by the Allies between August and April , delving into topics such as the
Douglas MacArthur's.

Introduction 21 Their new nation-state proved a quick study, learning the modern arts of war as well as peace
and showing itself particularly adept at understanding how to survive in an imperialist world. In , the imperial
army and navy brought China to its knees; this decisive victory on the Asian mainland, capped by an
enormous indemnity, precipitated a scramble for international concessionary areas torn from the very body of
the sleeping giant. The war brought imperial Japan its first colony, the island of Formosa. Triumph over
czarist Russia ten years later, after costly battles on land and a sensational victory at sea, gave the nation an
internationally recognized foothold in Manchuria and paved the way for taking Korea as a second colony.
Loans raised in New York and London helped to finance this war, and the Western powers turned a deaf ear to
the appeals of Korean patriots. In World War I, Japan joined the hostilities on the Allied side, moving against
German holdings in China, and was rewarded by being seated as one of the "Big Five" nations at the
Versailles peace conference, where the victors met to punish Germany and rearrange the world. No other
nonwhite, non-Christian people at that time could have imagined playing the great game of global power and
influence at this level; nor could anyone anticipate the disastrous breakdown of security that lay ahead. World
War I, after all, had been the war to end all wars. On Japanese maps, the empire was always colored red.
Nineteen thirty-one saw the takeover of Manchuria; , the launching of all-out aggression against China; , the
attack on Pearl Harbor as part of a strategy of seizing control of the southern reaches of Asia and the Pacific.
At the peak of its expansion in early , Japan bestrode Asia like a colossus, one foot planted in the mid-Pacific,
the other deep in the interior of China, its ambitious grasp reaching north to the Aleutian Islands and south to
the Western colonial enclaves of Southeast Asia. There was talk of reaching further to take India, Australia,
possibly even Hawaii. Poets, priests, and propagandists alike extolled the superiority of the "Yamato race" and
the sublime destiny of the Imperial Way. The Co-Prosperity Sphere was but a chimera; the euphoria of the
first half-year of the Pacific War but a dream within a dream, soon dismissed by Japanese themselves as the
"victory disease. They were psychologically blocked, capable only of stumbling forward. Perry, said the
Americans with their charming habit of neglecting such historical inconveniences as imperialism, colonialism,
and the breakdown of the global economy had let the genie out of the bottle-and that genie had become a
blood-soaked monster. As it turned out, they also devoured themselves. Japanese died in hopeless suicide
charges, starved to death in the field, killed their own wounded rather than let them fall into enemy hands, and
murdered their civilian compatriots in places such as Saipan and Okinawa. They watched helplessly as fire
bombs destroyed their cities-all the while listening to their leaders natter on about how it might be necessary
for the "hundred million" all to die "like shattered jewels. In China alone, perhaps 15 million people died. The
Japanese lost nearly 3 million-and their entire empire as well. After this terrible fury, Japan entered a strange
seclusion. It withdrew from the world again-not willingly, but under orders from the victors; and not alone, as
in the centuries before Perry, but Introduction 23 locked in an almost sensual embrace with its American
conquerors. And soon enough, it became apparent that the Americans could not or would not let go. In those
years, Japan had no soyereignty and accordingly no diplomatic relations. Initially, the Americans imposed a
root-and-branch agenda of "demilitarization and democratization" that was in every sense a remarkable
display of arrogant idealism-both self-righteous and genuinely visionary. Then, well before their departure,
they reversed course and began rearming their erstwhile enemy as a subordinate Cold War partner in
cooperation with the less liberal elements of the society. Yet despite the ultimate emergence of a conservative
postwar state, the ideals of peace and democracy took root in Japan-not as a borrowed ideology or imposed
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vision, but as a lived experience and a seized opportunity. They found expression through a great and often
discordant diversity of voices. There was no historical precedent for this sort of relationship, nor anything
truly comparable elsewhere in the wake of the war. Germany also escaped the messianic fenor of General
Douglas MacArthur, the postsurrender potentate in Tokyo. For the victors, occupying defeated Germany had
none of the exoticism of what took place in Japan: The Americans arrived anticipating, many of them, a
traumatic confrontation with fanatical emperor worshippers. They were accosted instead by women who
called "yoo hoo" to the first troops landing on the beaches 24 Introduction in full battle gear, and men who
bowed and asked what it was the conquerors wished. They found themselves seduced far more than they
realized by polite manners as well as by elegant presents and entertainments. Most of all, they encountered a
populace sick of war, contemptuous of the militarists who had led them to disaster, and all but overwhelmed
by the difficulties of their present circumstances in a ruined land. More than anything else, it turned out, the
losers wished both to forget the past and to transcend it. It is the victors who capture attention, just as they
took command of the war itself. The onceformidable Japanese enemy becomes miniaturized, the conquered
people but shadow figures on the margins of a new global drama. Such story lines are hardly surprising. The
Allied triumph was stupendous, and ,,,here Japan was concerned it was in the fruits of this victory that the
story seemed so clearly to lie. At the end of August in the still-inaugural years of what had been proclaimed as
the "American century"-history in the form of a unique occupation with a compellingly visionary agenda
approached a ruined, shriven land in a world careering in alarming new directions. What else of remotely
comparable import remained to be said about that thoroughly defeated and demoralized nation? For
journalists, and later for historians as well, what the Americans would do to the Japanese was the story of most
compelling interest. Until recently, it has been difficult to imagine the occupation as an "embrace," or to
consider what effect the losers might have had on the victors and their agendas, or how that "American
interlude" might have reinforced rather than altered tendencies within the defeated country. It has been
difficult, certainly for outsiders, to grasp the defeat and occupation as a lived Japanese experience. Half a
century later, however, we can begin to see things differently. Shattered lands, shattered peoples, shattered
empires, and shattered dreams have been one of the central stories of our times. Certainly, there is much to be
learned from the world as viewed through the eyes of the Introduction 25 defeated-not only about misery,
disorientation, cynicism, and resentment, but also about hope, resilience, visions, and dreams. In the chapters
that follow, I have tried to convey "from within" some sense of the Japanese experience of defeat by focusing
on social and cultural developments as well as on that most elusive of phenomena, "popular
consciousness"-departing, in the process, from the approach taken in most historical accounts, including my
own earlier writings. No matter how affiuent the country later became, these remained the touchstone years for
thinking about national identity and personal values. Much as we may desire to simplify peoples and
problems, there was no single or singular "Japanese" response to the defeat apart from a widespread
abhorrence of war. On the contrary, what is fascinating is how kaleidoscopic such responses were. This was a
far cry from what many of the "old Asia hands" in Washington and London had predicted, fixated as they
were on the idea that Orientals were, at their essence, an "obedient herd. Japanese intelligence agencies, in
turn, were waiting with their own lists of "American characteristics. Because the defeat was so shattering, the
surrender so unconditional, the disgrace of the militarists so complete, the misery the "holy war" had brought
home so personal, starting over involved not merely reconstructing buildings but also rethinking what it meant
to speak of a good life and good society. In the immediate wake of defeat, a great many individuals at the
highest levels displayed no concern at all for the good of society. They concentrated instead on enriching
themselves by the wholesale plunder of military stockpiles and public resources. The mystique of racial and
social solidarity that had saturated wartime propaganda and behavior seemed to disappear overnight. Before
the victors 26 I n trod uction ever set foot in Japan, defeat had profoundly altered how people thought and
behaved. It was in this atmosphere of flux and uncertainty that the Americans proceeded to dismantle the
oppressive controls of the imperial state. It remained for the vanquished themselves to fill this new space,
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however, and they did so in often unexpected ways. Support for socialist and communist agendas exceeded
anything the Americans had anticipated, as did the explosive energy of the nascent labor movement. Mid-level
bureaucrats emerged as initiators of serious reform. Prostitutes and black-market operatives created
distinctive, iconoclastic cultures of defeat. Portmanteau concepts such as "love" and "culture" were discussed
obsessively, and the adjective "new" was coupled with promiscuous abandon to almost every noun in sight.
PriYate attachments supplanted the old state-enforced dictates of public morality. Connoisseurs of decadence
emerged as popular critics of the unsavory wartime cult of "wholesomeness. Messianic religions flourished,
and pretenders to the throne emerged. Millions of ordinary people spoke out in community meetings and in
letters to the press as well as in a small avalanche of communications to the occupation authorities. Tens of
millions found themselves longing for material affiuence of the sort their American overlords so
conspicuously enjoyed. It was also energetic and emancipating, and for the first few years even the
Communists found it easy to speak of the occupation forces as an "army of liberation. The reforms that the
victors introduced were unique to both moment and place. They reflected an agenda inspired by heavy doses
of liberal New Deal attitudes, labor reformism, and Bill of Rights idealism of a sort that was in the process of
being repudiated or ignored in the United States. This agenda was never introduced to other
American-occupied areas in Asia such as the southern half of Korea and the southern reaches of Japan
itself--Okinawa and the Ryukyu Islands-where harsh strategic considerations held sway. Visions of
"democratiza- Introduction 27 tion" that would have seemed extreme if proposed within the United States
went hand in hand with severe authoritarian rule. We normally see August as a great divide between militarist
Japan and a new democratic nation. This was a watershed moment, but it is also true that Japan remained
under the control of fundamentally military regimes from the early S straight through to I However high
minded they may have been, General MacArthur and his command ruled their new domain as neocolonial
overlords, beyond challenge or criticism, as inviolate as the emperor and his officials had ever been. As
actually put into practice, however, this indirect rule led to several incongruous developments. When the
Americans departed, the native mandarins carried on, stronger than they had been even during the war. For
ideological purposes, MacArthur also chose to rely on Emperor Hirohito, in whose name all of Asia had been
savaged. This American royalism would have been inconceivable without the determination of the general and
his closest aides to exonerate the emperor of all war responsibility, even of moral responsibility for allowing
the atrocious war to be waged in his name. His moral responsibil- 28 Introduction ity, in any case, was
transparent; and in choosing not merely to ignore this but to deny it, the Americans came close to turning the
entire issue of "war responsibility" into a joke. If the man in whose name imperial Japan had conducted
foreign and military policy for twenty years was not held accountable for the initiation or conduct of the war,
why should anyone expect ordinary people to dwell on such matters, or to think seriously about their own
personal responsibility? The ramifications of such decisions and practices were enormous. In fact, such
phenomena were, if peculiar at all, then binationally so. Much that lies at the heart of contemporary Japanese
society-the nature of its democracy, the intensity of popular feelings about pacifism and remilitarization, the
manner in which the war is remembered and forgotten -derives from the complexity of the interplay between
the victors and the vanquished. Hardship often has its retrospective attractions, and nostalgia sometimes
sweetens the recollections of that time. Personal memories have, in recent years, been buttressed by an
outpouring of publications in Japan that shows little sign of abating. Books, articles, and special issues of
magazines continue to address the experience of defeat and occupation from every conceivable
perspectiveranging from policy documents and exhaustively researched scholarly studies to diaries and
reminiscences, letters and journalistic pieces, photographs and day-by-day chronologies. Many celebrities who
made their names in the wake of defeat are only now passing away; and each such departure is usually
accompanied by a piercing and poignant evocation of those years, so long ago and yet still so palpably
connected to the present. It has been a daunting task to try to grasp and share this, in no little part Introduction
29 because there is always so much more that could be told, and of course so much more to be learned.
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Something about Japan invites people to view it hermetically, and the sealed space of the years following
defeat can all too easily come to seem but an exaggerated version of "typical" Japanese uniqueness. Although
all peoples and cultures set themselves apart and are set apart by others by stressing differences, this tends to
be carried to an extreme where Japan is concerned. The years following defeat certainly did comprise an
exaggerated moment. As William James once wrote about the religious experience, however, it is such
moments of extremity that often best reveal the essence of things. I myself find the concrete details and
textures of this extraordinary experience of a whole country starting over absorbing, but they do not strike me
as alien, exotic, or even mainly instructive as an episode in the history of Japan or C. The ease with which the
great majority of Japanese were able to throw off a decade and a half of the most intense militaristic
indoctrination, for instance, offers lessons in the limits of socialization and the fragility of ideology that we
have seen elsewhere in this century in the collapse of totalitarian regimes.
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John Dower talked about his book, Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II, published by W.W. Norton
and www.nxgvision.com book tells how U.S. armed forces transformed imperial Japan during.

University of Leeds Citation: Professor Steven Tolliday, review of Embracing Defeat. Japan in the Wake of
World War Two, review no. It has rarely been tackled as a Japanese experience. But, in this massively
researched and beautifully illustrated book, John Dower attempts to understand the hopes, visions and dreams
as well as the hopelessness and exhaustion of the defeated Japanese as they sought to remake their identity and
values in the aftermath of war. He probes a kaleidoscopic array of Japanese responses and their contradictions:
And he places them against the background of an American Occupation which was at once high-minded and
visionary, arrogant and imperialist. Dower tackles this theme through twin narratives. The first is a dense
socio-cultural history, focused on the first two years of the Occupation. Other authors might have treated these
themes quite separately, but Dower intertwines them. This creates certain structural problems for the book.
But, more importantly, it highlights how certain issues were central to both spheres. Debates on the allocation
of responsibility for the past, and the nature of current and future Japanese identity, were central to both
arenas. And both had to be fought out and resolved in the context of a shifting and ambiguous context of
Occupation realpolitik. Dower handles these complex themes skillfully. Firstly, as a narrator, he holds a vast
canvas together. Secondly as an observer, he maintains a deep sympathy for his subjects while still preserving
an appropriately sharp and critical moral sense as he navigates some muddy waters. The shock, devastation,
exhaustion and despair are unremittingly chronicled. Against this background of economic and social misery,
however, Dower is also concerned to locate the transformative effects of defeat. Even in the pits of despair,
people were reshaping their future identity and discovering new aspirations. Dower tackles this at three levels.
The world of prostitution under the Occupation, for example was simultaneously an arena of sexual
exploitation and a channel for the growth of interracial affection and the undermining of old racial stereotypes.
It was a symbol of national shame and a conduit for new American values of luxury, hedonism, and
materialism that were eagerly embraced. Likewise, the black markets were both explosions of entrepreneurial
energy and a site for violent criminal gangs. And a new urban demimonde channeled nihilism and hardship
into lifestyles of deliberate decadence and a flourishing milieu of pulp literatures which posed forceful
challenges to traditional social and sexual roles. He shows that some of the language of the old regime was
simply emptied of its old content and refilled with new meanings like so many suitcases. But the plasticity of
language also created ambiguities. Mostly, Dower stresses that linguistic bridges were transformative and
forward looking, ways of escaping from the past. But darker colours could linger on. Words and phrases
necessarily carried past resonances too, and possibilities of moving on coexisted with temptations of crossing
back. Before and during the war, the Japanese state had bullied or seduced intellectuals into support or
conformity with a remarkable degree of success. Almost no significant intellectual opposition remained. The
sudden conversion of the intelligentsia after the war could, therefore, be seen as hypocrisy. But, Dower draws
a more complex picture. On the one hand there were continuities with the past: On the other hand, there were
real breaks. Repentance and remorse have to be taken seriously. But it may also help to explain the rather
uncritical embrace of fairly wooden sorts of Marxism in certain sectors of university life which emerged from
this time. All of this is stimulating and finely done. But some gaps and difficulties remain. The countryside
and the peasantry are almost wholly absent from this picture and, most likely, a quite different story would
require to be told there. Similarly, the world of industrial workers is somewhat lightly touched on. As such it is
deeply suggestive, but much uncharted territory remains to be explored. Secondly, Dower is most sensitive to
the new, and to breaks with the past. The continuities are often underplayed, and the weight of the past still
sitting on the shoulders of those reme traditional Japanese family, enable young industrial workers to delay
marriage, and feed into crime control systems. As such it was assimilated to an almost asexual tradition of
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family piety and national loyalty. From the late s, independent prostitution became the prime target of both the
Home Ministry and the police, and the abolitionist movement. The independent prostitute was seen as a
symbol of modernist and romantic relations between the sexes, pursuing individual gain or pleasure. The
Recreation and Amusement Association was therefore an attempt to carry forward a long-standing system into
a new context. While many histories have demonstrated the remarkable continuities of Japanese bureaucratic
administration through the Occupation, here at least was one quite decisive reversal. But the sense that one
carries away from the account is that this exercise of rapacious free marketeering was a new and shocking
phenomenon for the Japanese. In some senses it was. But this ignores the history of wartime black markets.
Despite the fact that Japanese governments had attempted to set up the most minute and totalitarian system of
food-control during the war, the rigidities, unreality, and bureaucratic incapacity of the system meant that the
Japanese war economy had come to depend massively on de facto tolerated black markets in the later years of
the war. These markets provided far higher percentages of overall individual consumption than in any other
major combatant nation. What were the continuities in crime and bureaucratic tolerance? Were the postwar
blue-sky markets as much of a shock to the Japanese people as Dower suggests? Thus, ultranationalist ideas
and social thought had not disappeared altogether, and were soon to re-emerge, often in powerful ways, but
Dower does not discuss them. It is probably too much to ask that Dower give detailed attention to these
currents too, but again, a wider contextualization of changing ideas against these continuities would serve to
provide a more balanced picture. MacArthur ran a neo-colonial state, coloured with supremacism and
paternalism, yet also significantly loaded with idealism and a spirit of democratic reform. It propagated
freedom of speech while f the defeated Confederacy, subjected to Yankee interlopers and groping for a new
identity pp. As Dower summarises it, no-one grieved over the defeat, but neither did they face its
responsibility head on. This text has been published. Sheldon Garon, Molding Japanese Minds. The state in
everyday life Princeton UP, 4. Havens, Valley of darkness: Large, Emperor Hirohito and Showa Japan.
Behind the myth New York, Vintage Books, 8. Power and pageantry in modern Japan Berkeley, University of
California Press, February Due to outstanding work commitments the author has not yet been able to respond
to this review.
Chapter 5 : Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II - PDF Free Download
Japan's experience of defeat and occupation at the end of the Second World War has most commonly been examined
from the point of view of the conquerors.

Chapter 6 : Book in war s wake pdf free download
Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II by John Dower () by David A. Conrad Before John Dower's
Embracing Defeat, many English-language accounts of the United States' occupation of Japan contextualized the event
in terms of American foreign policy and the emerging Cold War.

Chapter 7 : Embracing Defeat | W. W. Norton & Company
Drawing on a vast range of Japanese sources and illustrated with dozens of astonishing documentary photographs,
Embracing Defeat is the fullest and most important history of the more than six years of American occupation, which
affected every level of Japanese society, often in ways neither side could anticipate.
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Embracing Defeat Japan in the Wake of World War II but to do so without disavowing Japan's war aims or
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acknowledging the nation's atrocitiesâ€”and in a manner.
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John W. Dower, Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II. New York: W.W. Norton/The New Press, pp.
US$ On the eve of the restoration of Japan's sovereignty in April , the Nihon Yukan newspaper published an editorial in
the form of a traditional short poem, or haiku.
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